It’s been a week since we talked, can I help
you complete your credit card applica on?
That would be great

The Intelligent
Digital Assistant

I can ﬁll in the remaining informa on,
can you conﬁrm your current income?

$75,000
Great! Here is a link to the ﬁnal credit
card applica on for approval!

Review your credit card applica on »

Type a response

84 %

Customers are getting younger, and are more digitally
demanding. They’re not very interested in visiting
branches or calling customer care; a new engagement
strategy is emerging and banks need to respond.

of banking customers say that
being treated like a person, not a
number, is important to winning
and maintaining their business.

Initially, chatbots surfaced as the answer, but many banks came to realize that most chatbots or other
virtual engagement solutions tend to be single-turn, non-conversational, and quite frankly, basic. They
don’t satisfy customers’ desire to be treated as a person. Is there a solution?

Enter the intelligent digital assistant.
The intelligent digital assistant delivers intuitive, personalized service, and develops meaningful customer relationships at scale – all without the need for face-to-face interactions.
Let’s dive deeper into what this solution oﬀers and why it stands above the rest.

Hyper-Personalization
Intelligent Digital Assistant

Chatbots/Assistants

Intelligent Greetings

Basic/Static Greetings

Smart Bank Information

Generic Bank Information

Wellness Snapshots
Personalized Conversation Starters
Smart Shortcuts
Intuitive interactions
Idle User Engagement
Alert Suggestions

Hi Amanda! What can I help
you with today?
Welcome back, Amanda!
Here are your account highlights:
Your Credit Score
FAIR
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Up 2 points
since 1/11/21

Spending Analysis

Spending Analysis

You spent $400 more
this month than last
month

$9,387
+$450 since 1/11/21

Learn More

Learn More
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Account balance | Recent transactions | Payments

Learn More

You have a card that’s pending
a n. Can I help you ac vate it?

Yes

No thanks

I didn’t receive it

Type a response

Humanizing Engagement

Intelligent Digital Assistant

Chatbots/Assistants

Push Notiﬁcations

Basic Notiﬁcations

Interactive Avatars

Static Avatars

A What, Why and How Experience

Just a What Experience

Sophisticated, Modern Aesthetic

What's the status of my
credit card application?

It’s been a week since we talked, can I help
you complete your credit card applica on?
That would be great
I can ﬁll in the remaining informa on,
can you conﬁrm your current income?
$75,000
Great! Here is a link to the ﬁnal credit
card applica on for approval!

Review your credit card applica on »

Type a response

Optimized Discoverability
Intelligent Digital Assistant

Chatbots/Assistants

Fully Integrated Geo-Location Support

Minimal Geo-Location Support

Smart Conversational Support

Clunky Conversational Support

Robust Multi-Dimensional Interactions

Single-Turn Conversations

Ambient Context
Contextualized Responses
Conversational Follow-ups
Trending Topics
Insights

What’s my routing number?

What’s my rou ng number?

Your routing number is 14124241

14124241
Is there anything else I can help you
with today? Here are some trending
ques ns that I’ve been answering
recently:

Branch hours

Credit card applica on

Spending overview and insights

Type a response

Interested in learning how an Intelligent Digital Assistant can
create the most engaging digital customer experiences ever?
Let’s Talk!
kasisto.com • info@kasisto.com

